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I’ve been on the run the last few weeks with speaking engagements, workshops, and just recently,

a trip to the Country Living Fair in Columbus, OH. The ads promised antiques, crafts, food and
personalities right out of the pages of Country Living magazine and did not disappoint. We listened to Amy Barickman of Indigo Junction, Taniya Nayak of HGTV’s Designed to Sell and Sue
Whitney of JunkMarket fame share their stories and tips on everything from modern country
decorating to converting junk to treasures to creating fabulous garments and bags from vintage
linens. So inspiring! And then there were the vendors - vintage quilts & linens, jewelry from keys
and buckles and beads, art from found objects and fall decor galore. I was in heaven! Just what I
needed to spark the imagination for future projects and a little sprucing up around the house for
fall. Meeting friends for a weekend of shopping was the perfect getaway for me. Take some time
this month to get out, play, enjoy. It’s the best therapy.

Lynne
This month’s project

								

What’s New with KTQ

There’s so much happening before market.
Our new booklet, Border Garden, with
The Kansas City Star will be available in the
next few weeks, KT Favorites basic fabric
line will arrive at quilt shops and our new
Perennials collection will be shown at Fall
Market. In addition, our new Block-of-theMonth, KT Favorites - 10 Years & Counting, will be featured on our website with
orders beginning in November/shipments
beginning in February 2011. Don’t miss the
chance to collect KT blocks and appliques
ftom the first 33 fabric lines to date to make
a fabulous quilt. We love it!
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Monthly giveaways at:
kansastroublesquilters-lynne@blogspot.com

A row of raw edge pumpkins on a layered background is just
the thing for harvest decorating. Our 17” mini table treat is
the perfect size for an end table, candle mat or backdrop for
your favorite fall centerpiece. Collect a variety of yummy
orange fabrics and stitch a mini pumpkin patch of your own
to use now and all through the fall season.
Check out all the other
Mini Table Treats
patterns at
kquilts.com.

Perennials

per∙en∙ni∙al (p∂-rěn’ē-∂l)
adj. - lasting or active through the year or through many years
- appearing again & again
n. - something that recurs on a yearly or continual basis
Sound familiar? We’d like to think that after 10 years, KT is a perennial favorite of quilters. Here’s the latest collection featuring KT’s signature warm colors of red, navy, green, gold, purple and black in prints and geometrics to mix
and match in any quilt. Watch for it in your local quilt shop in January 2011.

Pumpkin Dip

1 pkg. (8 oz) cream cheese, softened
1 can (15 oz) solid-pack pumpkin
1 cup powdered sugar
1 Tblsp. pumpkin pie spice
1 Tblsp. honey

This frightfully easy dip is ready for the witching hour
with just a few ingredients. Cut scary shapes from premade pie dough (ghosts, black cats, brooms) and sprinkle with colored sugar or purchase gingersnaps or vanilla
wafers for instant gratification.

In a large bowl, mix all ingredients until
smooth. Cover and refrigerate until serving.
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